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Water leak forces evacuation Smashing Victory
of Campus Village building B
by Margaret Baum
Staff Writer

Campus Village building B was evacuated
Sunday at 12:29 p.m. because of a leak from
a broken sprinkler head on the 12th floor, according to Victor Culatta, director of University Housing Services.
“The water was most likely coming from
the room above mine,” said Amanda John, a
junior global studies major who lives on the
11th floor of CVB. “There was a large amount
of water coming into our living room from
above.”
A resident hung something from a fire
sprinkler, which then popped off and caused
the leak, Culatta said.
According to San Jose Fire Battalion Chief
Robert Sapien, the department responded
to an alarm just after 12:30 p.m. with the
typical “high rise response,” which included
two fire engines, two fire trucks and one
chief.
He said that water flow was found on the
12th floor when he arrived and that the crew
needed to salvage whatever they could.

According to Sapien, as of about 3 p.m.,
the fire department had picked up standing
water in the building and turned things back
over to the building supervisors.
“They will assess the damage before letting students back into the building,” he said.
Most residents were let back in the building by 4:10 p.m., but those in the affected
apartments would be told whether they can
return after 10 p.m. Sunday night, Culatta
said.
He explained that BELFOR, a property
restoration company, would be coming in to
extract water and tear up the baseboard to
dry up the excess moisture.
“Water finds its way through gravity,”
Culatta said.
An email that was sent out to all CVB
residents by University Housing Services
at about 4:30 p.m. explained that there was
some water intrusion in rooms numbered 23,
24, 29, 31, 33, and 34 on floors 2 through 12,
and that there would be a delay in getting
residents in those rooms back to their apartments.

Campus Village B residents Alex Sacapuntas and Christina Sacapuntas sit on the pavement outside
Campus Village B while Alexis Gandara speaks to someone on a cellphone following an evacuation
of the building Sunday afternoon. Photo by Jack Barnwell / Spartan Daily

Senior middle blocker Kylie Miraldi smashes home a point during the team’s 3-0 sweep of
Nevada on Saturday night. Photo by Dillon Engstrom / Contributing Photographer

Employers set to scan prospective
employees in upcoming annual fair
by Jackson Wright
Staff Writer

On Tuesday, Oct. 4, 135 companies will fill the Event Center looking
for students at the 34th Annual SJSU
Career Center-hosted Fall Job and Internship Fair.
Attending companies include
Oracle, Yahoo and Cisco Systems, all
of which are among the top hirers of
SJSU grads — each will bring representatives to answer questions and
share opportunities with students.
“About 52 percent of the employers coming are looking for technical
majors, 51 percent are looking for
business majors and about 33 percent
are looking for non-business, nontechnical majors,” said Susan Rockwell, assistant director of employer
services at the Career Center. “That
would encompass social sciences, hu-
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manities and the arts, things for students in CASA (College of Applied
Sciences and Arts). Again, there’s a
sampling, but this fair tends to draw
mostly business and technical employers.”
According to Rockwell, this fair
is the largest of the last four with
a 32 percent increase in attending
employers from 2010’s total of 102
companies.
In the three weeks leading up to
this event, the center has offered
success workshops for students to
utilize so they could prepare for the
fair, with even more to be held following.
Topics include interviewing help,
career choosing and guides to maintaining social media, most being
available online for students who
may have missed the in-person version.
Students are let into the venue 15
to 20 at a time after they have been
verified as current SJSU students or
alumni.
Inside, tables line the area, with
companies set up at one or more
tables giving information and taking
questions from attendees.
Representatives number from
three to eight for some of the bigger
companies, such as Cisco, which is
reserving five tables in the hall this
year.
“Students can talk to them,
give them their resume, tell them
a little bit about themselves, and
that’s pretty much it,” said senior
accounting major Judgebir Singh,
who works as a peer adviser in the

Career Center.
“I think going to the job fair really
helps because the employer kind of
gets to know you one on one,” Singh
said. “They know what kind of person you are, a little bit more about
yourself than just looking at a piece
of paper and determining whether
they want to hire you or not, I think
that makes a big difference.”
Though this fair is dominated by
companies hiring for the technical
and business sectors, students from
other majors should not be dissuaded
from attending as many companies
will be looking to fill other positions
that may not be associated with the
products and services that they offer,
said career information specialist Evelyn Ramos.
“(Students should) really go in
and research what (employers are)
hiring for on their websites because
they could be hiring for something
completely different,” said Ramos,
an SJSU alumna. “Like Coca-Cola —
they need engineers too, they need
materials engineers or they might
need marketing or business.”
Attendance is expected to match
last year’s total of 2,400 students
and alumni. Students are highly
encouraged to come prepared with
their resume and student ID card,
and having watched one of the online workshops that can be found
on the Career Center’s website
to be ready to speak to potential
employers.
“At 130-something companies,
there’s got to be one that is recruiting for your major,” Ramos said.

SEE SPORTS PAGE 6

Satellite images from space
highlight changes on Earth
First of several speakers
in Sustainability Matters
focuses on reorientation
by Jeremy Infusino
Staff Writer

The department of meteorology
and climate science held a presentation Thursday in Morris Dailey Auditorium titled “NASA’s Earth Observations of the Global Environment:
Our Changing Planet Viewed from
Space.”
Michael King from the University
of Colorado’s Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics was the
lecturer.
According to the NASA website,
King is also the senior project scientist of NASA’s Earth Observing
System, a series of satellites used for
long-term viewing of the Earth, a position he has held since 1992.
King said the speech was about
Earth observations from space and
how the planet has changed.
“Where lightning occurs, where
dust storms occur, why, explain the
physics in a way that the public can
understand,” he said.
The presentation consisted of
many images and visualizations of
the Earth taken from satellites in
space.
Some of the images and visualizations shown throughout the presentation were hurricanes, wildfires, the
Earth at night, ocean biology and sea

level rise, snow and ice and carbon
monoxide.
He said he hoped that students
walked away with realizing how accessible Earth observations are and
how easy it is to understand basic
physical principles.
King said that future generations
should be concerned about a lot of
things happening in the environment.
“It’s not the same environment it
used to be when I was growing up,”
he said. “Two years ago, the Northwest Passage was open across the
Arctic Ocean for the first time in history, sea ice is dropping, glaciers are
retreating, the globe is going to continue to warm almost no matter what
we do at this point.”
King was the first guest lecturer
in the Sustainability Matters Speaker
Series for the fall semester.
Clifford Sandwick, a senior applied mathematics and statistics major, said he thought the presentation
was very entertaining.
“It was a lot of information and I
thought it really connected with my
Communications 168 class,” he said.
“We see a lot of information from
our teachers and we actually see now
how they got it.”

SEE NASA PAGE 3
CORRECTION
In the Sept. 29 issue of the Spartan Daily,
a story appeared on page six that misspelled the name of David Sabolcik,
executive director of the Spartan Foundation. The Spartan Daily regrets the error.
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Professors skeptical of faster-than-light neutrino research
by Brittney Patterson
Staff Writer

and Ryan Fernandez
Copy Editor

European researchers set the
scientific world abuzz on Sept.
23 when they announced they
detected subatomic particles
traveling faster than the speed
of light, but faculty members of
the SJSU department of physics
and astronomy said they were
unconvinced by the results.
“Since 1905, when Einstein
first came up with the theory of
relativity, the implication was
that nothing with mass could
even go the speed of light, let
alone above that,” said Michael
Kaufman, professor and chair of
the physics and astronomy department.
“If this is true, then it is the
first example we have of something moving faster than the
speed of light and that would
mean a revolution in physics,”
Kaufman said.
During a Thursday afternoon
panel discussion in the Science
building, about 110 students
came to listen to professors discuss the finding. The panel consisted of Professor Carel Boekema, associate Professors Ken
Wharton and Peter Beyersdorf,

Lecturer Ignacio Mosqueira and
Professor Kaufman.
“The devil is in the details,”
Beyersdorf said.
Details of the experiment
were released in a press release
and claimed that subatomic
particles called neutrinos were
measured traveling faster than
the speed of light, arriving 60
nanoseconds earlier than expected.
Rebecca Linck, a graduate student in physics, said she
came to the discussion partly to
satisfy her own curiosity.
“I don’t expect them to
have all the answers,” she said.

“I’m more curious about what
they’re thinking.”
According to Beyersdorf, researchers shot bursts of protons,
which convert to neutrinos during this process, 724 kilometers
— about the distance from San
Jose to San Diego — from an underground facility at CERN, the
European Organization for Nuclear Research, located on the
French-Swiss border to a facility
in Gran Sasso, Italy.
He further explained the
methodology of the experiment, including how the times
were calculated using GPS and
he noted that there is a six-

to seven-second uncertainty in
the researchers’ statistical analysis.
However, Beyersdorf praised
the scientists for engaging in a
blind analysis of the statistics.
“Looking at this experiment,
it appears to be done without
bias,” he said “But I don’t think
that this can be dismissed just
because we don’t want to believe it.”
Boekema said he would like
to see the experiment reproduced by an independent group
of scientists.
“I have my questions,” he said.
“First I would like to have it be
reviewed by peers. … Also, they
don’t want to discuss any further
physics, so I’m the skeptic here.”
Paul Houck, who has just
completed his master’s degree
in physics, said he was also
skeptical of the results.
Houck said an announcement like this would get more
people interested in physics, but
he wasn’t sure what would happen with the results.
“If there’s anyone who says
they have all the answers,
they’re lying to you,” he said.
Panelists
also
debated
whether the researchers followed proper methodology in
releasing their findings to the

public prior to publication in a
peer-reviewed journal and analysis by other scientists.
Given the fact that the panelists and an audience had
gathered to discuss their findings, Wharton said he believed
the researchers were engaging
in a “meta-peer review.”
“They basically said, ‘Here’s
some crazy result, everyone
analyze this before we try to
publish it,’” he said. “I don’t see
them as bypassing the peer review process, I see them as engaging in it in a big way.”
Lecturer Ignacio Mosqueira
said part of the problem with
the experiment lies in the properties of neutrinos as particles
with finite mass: According to
Einstein, particles with mass
cannot travel faster than the
speed of light without requiring an increasing amount of
energy to cross that limit.
“No matter how much mass
your particle has, in order to
go that little bit, that final extra
push, it would take an infinite
amount of energy,” he said. “So
where is this energy coming
from?”
Kaufman admitted that although this announcement is
exciting for the physics community, it doesn’t have a lot

of implications for the normal
person, at least not in the short
term.
“But it’s also worth pointing
out that things that Einstein
figured out in 1905, not necessarily relativity, but other properties of light and properties of
matter are now used in devices
that you use all the time,” he
said.
Chick Darpino, a matriculated student at SJSU since 1978,
said after hearing about the announcement, he was eager to
hear what the physics department on campus had to say.
“According to two-valued
logic, the objective answer
to this question is yes or no,
meaning ‘Can neutrinos travel
faster than the speed of light?’”
Darpino asked.
Professor Kaufman said he
doesn’t think the experiment
will turn out to be sound, but
he is glad that is it generating
so much excitement from the
general public.
“Even if they don’t understand all the details of relativity
they kind of know that Einstein
said it,” he said. “We know Einstein was really damn smart. If
this shows Einstein was wrong
it must be an important result
and time will tell.”

Facebook institutes major updates to user profile pages
Staff Writer

Facebook continued its trend
of recent changes by introducing
the “timeline,” an entirely new
personal profile for its users, and
a brand new version of its News
Feed.
During its f8 developer conference in San Francisco on
Sept. 20, the social network
changed how stories were delivered from just one feed by
splitting off most things to the
activity bar on the right of its
interface. Facebook reorganized
the main feed to place top stories and friend activities as priority, allowing users to see more
things their closer friends do on
Facebook.
“Timeline is wider than your
old profile, and it’s a lot more visual,” stated Samuel Lessin in a
post on Facebook’s blog.
“The first thing you’ll notice is the giant photo right at
the top,” Facebook’s blog post
said, describing what it calls
“the cover.” “This is your cover,
and it’s completely up to you
which of your photos you put
here.”
Communication studies Lecturer Ted Coopman said Facebook is looking for the right mix
for its customers and business
interests.
“It’s finding the sweet spot
for them, between offering services that they think people will
find interesting and compelling
so they’ll get buy-in, but also
as a way to aggregate the most
detailed information they can
from their users, because that’s
where they make their money,”
he said.
Coopman said the new
changes and additions are a bit
overbearing.
“In a lot of ways, it’s just way
too much information flow,”
he said. “Ultimately, what they
want to do is they want to keep
you on that site as long as they
can.
“They want people to spend
the hours on that site, because
that means you’re more likely to
connect. The more connections
they can log with other organizations, with other businesses,
with other people, the more
information that they’re able
to aggregate and build a more
complete profile.”
Senior pre-nursing major
Marisa Valdovinos said the multiple changes were unexpected.
“It’s almost like an invasion
of your privacy,” she said. “They
did all these changes without
even telling you.”

Valdovinos said some of the
new features encourage stalking.
“It’s pretty stalker-ish,” she
said. “It’s taking stalking on
Facebook to a whole other level.”
Coopman said Facebook is
trying to study the networks of
individuals.
“One thing that’s key in the
idea of a network perspective
or a network analysis is that
connections in the network are
more important than the people
in the network,” he said. “I can
study you and know a certain
amount about you. If I really
want to know you, I’d look at
the network that you’re embedded in, and that will tell me
much more about you than just
looking at you.”
Facebook also announced
partnerships with Yahoo News
and various music websites, according to a Yahoo press release.
The news partnership allows users to share which articles users
have read with their friends.
The timeline on Facebook
connects to applications such as
Netflix, Spotify and Nike GPS.
“Now, News Feed will act
more like your own personal
newspaper,” Facebook’s blog
stated on Tuesday. “You won’t
have to worry about missing
important stuff. All your news
will be in a single stream with
the most interesting stories featured at the top.”
According to Coopman, the
social network has the money to
do nearly anything and should

something fail they can just
move on from it.
“The biggest challenge going forward though is that the
idea of profiling people, the
exchange, ‘the free services
we get’ — whether its Gmail
or Facebook or Twitter — supposedly for free, we actually
are paying for by giving them
information about ourselves,”
he said. “Through interacting with them, we give them
information. Especially with
Facebook, they have affiliates
and relationships with other
companies.”
Coopman said the social
network and social media in
general are collecting information about social, cultural and
monetary interaction to build
psychological profiles of its
users.
“The reason that is dangerous is because if I can aggregate all that information … they
know that there are certain appeals that are very effective to
you,” he said. “Like a fear appeal
or an appeal to authority or a
bandwagon effect.”
Coopman said past purchases can be tracked, and if a certain amount of money is spent
by a consumer at the same exact
time each year, advertisers will
target that time to pitch their
products to a consumer.
“They’re looking at you when
you’re most vulnerable in that
sweet spot,” he said. “They’re
not only using that technical
information, they’re using that

psychological information. As
a society, we need to know if
that’s really OK, because can
you really defend yourself
against that? What kind of effects do you get?”
Coopman worries about the
result of being bombarded with
targeted ads, suggesting that it
triggers fear.
“The fact that you are susceptible to fear, as a motivator,
is reinforced,” Coopman said.
“Now will that mean that you

will constantly be more fearful and more paranoid and it
will be more effective or it’ll be
like aversion therapy — it’ll be
so much you won’t be affected
anymore.”
Coopman said what social
media sites are doing now is
running an unregulated and
uncontrolled psych experiment
on the world, and mostly in the
United States.
“As a researcher, if I’m going to study people, I need to

have conformed consent,” he
said. “There are all these safeguards that I have to follow, in
order to protect people. I have
that responsibility to do no
harm.
Corporations, Coopman said,
don’t have that responsibility.
“It’s not their responsibility,” he said. “Corporations are
there to make money, and engineers are there to make interesting, cool things that motivate
them.”
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NASA: Gazing upon the Earth from the heavens
FROM PAGE 1

Michael King, Ph.D., of the University of Colorado, gives a presentation on Thursday
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Images were taken from satellites to examine climate
change and natural disasters. Photo by James Tensuan / Contributing Photographer

Sandwick said he thought
overall the presentation was
sufficient and fulfilled what he
expected.
Communication
studies
Professor Anne Marie Todd,
coordinator of the Sustainability Matters Speaker Series,
said she thought the presentation was interesting.
“I thought it was fascinating the way that satellite images can take so many data
points and present it in a
way that visualizes environmental change and visualizes
occurrences is useful for students, faculty and everyone to
see the impact that we have
and also the global scale of
environmental change,” she
said.
Todd said she thought the
lecture highlighted events that

happened around the world,
and looking at the images of
familiar places like the Bay
Area changing made a more
dramatic impact on her.
While Todd said she enjoyed the presentation on satellites and the environment,
she said there are some parts
she would like to see more of.
“I think showing deforestation — that’s important
— I think more on sea level
rise, I thought that was fascinating, but also the connection between some extreme
weather events like hurricanes
caused by rise in sea surface
temperatures,” she said. “In
general, I think that satellites
can show us more about the
interconnectedness of environmental events and human
activity that creates an environmental change.”
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Sexting pics, Facebook may put students in danger
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
— The popularity of smartphones and social networking sites is keeping a growing
number of people connected
— to danger, deception and a
loss of academic or career opportunities.
Many haven’t set secure
privacy settings on their
profiles, and may not realize how easy it is for a
Facebook friend to spread
embarrassing content from
a private profile. Add in
impulsivity, multitasking and
the ability to instantly post or
text from a mobile device, and
the results can be disastrous,
said Sameer Hinduja, the
co-director of Florida Atlantic
University’s
Cyberbullying

Research Center.
“I’ve seen personal and
professional damage occur
to individuals who posted or
sent something online that
will plague them for the rest
of their lives,” said Hinduja, an
associate professor of criminology.
For example, an 18-yearold in Orlando, Fla., texted
a nude photo of his 17-yearold girlfriend — and ended
up on Florida’s sex offender list. A job applicant at a
Miami Shores university
ranted online about having to take a typing test, and
lost the chance for the position. And a 13-year-old
Hillsborough
teen
killed
herself after sexting photos were spread around her
school.
As a result, colleges and

school districts say they’re
making
Internet
safety
a priority in their training efforts. They’re holding
workshops, adding Internet
safety to freshmen orientation exercises and counseling
students as they apply for colleges or jobs.
In a recent session at
Florida Atlantic University,
Hinduja warned students
to lock down their privacy
settings and resist the urge to
put profanity-laden rants and
drunken keg stand pictures on
their profiles.
At least 75 Facebook
friends thought Boca Raton,
Fla., resident Carolina Droze
had created a new Facebook
account. But the invitation
came from an impostor who
stole her photo and asked her
friends for money.

She and her husband,
Ryan Droze, said in March
that they considered themselves savvy Web users,
having worked for websites and having promoted
their wedding photography
business on Facebook.
“It creeped me out. I
thought
social
networking was so important,” Ryan
Droze said at the time. “But
I’ve changed my mind.”
Ashley
Atchison
was
fooled when she got a friend
request last year from
someone purporting to be
an alumnus of her Florida
State University sorority. But
the “friend” started making
sexually explicit requests and
threatened to get Atchison
kicked out of the sorority if
she didn’t comply, she told
NBC’s “Today” show.

FALL ‘11
JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

San Jose firefighters prepare to enter Campus Village B Sunday
afternoon following flooding in the building on the 12th floor.
Photo by Jack Barnwell / Spartan Daily
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 MOVIE REVIEW

Joseph Gordon-Levitt (left) stars in the story of a young man named Adam Lerner who is diagnosed with cancer and his journey through his dire situation. Seth Rogen (right) stars as his best
friend Kyle who helps him get through it. The film premiered Sept. 30. Photo courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

Anna Kendrick stars in a supporting role as Katie, Adam Lerner’s (Gordon-Levitt) psychologist.
Photo courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

‘50/50’ delivers big laughs while tugging on the heart strings
by Jackson Wright
Staff Writer

I had a bit of doubt going
into “50/50.”
Just watching the trailer
raises some doubts about what
this experience is going to be
like. Before it begins, producers
Seth Rogen and Evan Goldberg
stand with the writer, Will Reiser, and explain the premise of
the film, a story about a young
man who was diagnosed with
an aggressive form of cancer.

That young man, by the way,
is based on the actual writer
who then says, “Find out if I
live, go see ‘50/50.’”
What follows is a pretty
solid trailer. It fits into the formula that Rogen and Goldberg
have put forward in all of their
recent films — Rogen and another guy going up against a
daunting foe while under the
influence of marijuana and
having a pretty great time.
Except in this “Pineapple Express,” the murdering
gangsters are replaced with a
tragic bout with cancer, which

makes it hard for me to place
how I feel.
It seems upbeat and happy,
the jokes pretty funny, but suddenly you remember that its
cancer and you are plunged
into sadness at the plight of the
main character Adam Lerner,
played by a bald Joseph Gordon-Levitt.
Of course, the combination
of the acting talent was a little
too hard to pass up. Bryce Dallas Howard plays Adam’s artist
girlfriend Rachael, Anna Kendrick plays his psychologist
Katie and Rogen plays Kyle, a

version of his real-life self.
Gordon-Levitt shows again
why he is one of the great upand-coming young actors, delivering a very heartfelt and
real performance. The boisterous and talkative guy I expected is replaced with the film’s,
who is mild-mannered, cautious and attentive.
He is a very complex character, and how he reacts to the
news and how he interacts with
friends and family is different
than you might expect from a
movie about a person in his position.

Gordon-Levitt really nails
the performance, making him
very relatable and allowing the
audience to feel a bit of what he
feels.
The course of his treatment
is shown in explicit detail and
really adds to understanding
the process of what a patient
goes through, giving just a
small glimpse of how hard it is.
You see Adam go through
really tough moments, not only
with what he must go through
in chemo and doctor visits, but
also in the relationships with
the people who are close to

him that are central to the film
and understanding him a little
more.
The movie overall is a roller
coaster of emotions, going from
terribly sad moments to hilariously funny ones in the space
of seconds and then back again.
It can be intense as it does this
— as the tears in your eyes grow
larger, they’re alleviated with a
few stabs of great comedy.
Overall “50/50” is a great
film with the right balance of
funny and sad that it makes for
a very enjoyable and worthwhile trip to the movies.
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Place your ad online at:
www.spartandaily.campusave.
com

Ofﬁce Hours:
Monday-Friday

10a.m. - 3p.m.

Deadline:
10 a.m., 2 weekdays prior to
publication date.

Rates:
One classiﬁed, 20 words
$5.50
Each additional word
$0.39
Center entire ad
$1.00
Bold ﬁrst ﬁve words
$0.50
Rates are consecutive days only.
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on
cancelled ads.

Employment
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Food Service/Espresso Bar/Host
PT positions in Sunnyvale
restaurant
Flexible hours $11.50 to start
Call Wendy at (408) 733-9331
Caregiver Job Oppurtunity
$12.35 an hour
Monday-Sunday

Frequency Discounts:
4-15 classiﬁeds
15%off
16-31 classiﬁeds
30%off
32+ classiﬁeds
45%off
Discounts apply to the original base
rate, plus the cost of extras.

SJSU Student Rate:
Free! Discount applies to student’s
individual ad only. Not intended for
businesses and/or other persons.
Order must be placed in person. SJSU
ID REQUIRED.

Classiﬁcations:
Opportunities
Wanted
Roommate
Announcements
For Rent
Employment
For Sale
Services
Events

Online Classiﬁed Ads:
Placing an ad online provides you
with the opportunity to post your ad
on other college web sites. You may
also include up to 4 images for your
online ad.
15 days
$25.00

10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
&
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products
or services advertised below nor is there any
guarantee implied. The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offers
are not approved or verified by the newspaper.
Certain advertisements in these columns may
refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or
addresses for additional information. Classified
readers should be reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for
goods or services. In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms offering employment
listings or coupons for discount vacations or
merchandise.

How to Play

Complete the grid
so that every row,
column and 3 by
3 box contains
every digit from 1
to 9 inclusively.
Check back daily
for new sudoku
puzzles and
solutions.

Call us at 408.924.3270
or
Visit us in DBH 209

ACROSS
1. In front of
6. Aid and ___
10. Tire near the ﬁnish
14. Zoroastrian
15. Mumbai dress
16. Big cats do it
17. Variety of beet
19. You hope they meet
20. ___ out a living (barely
scrape by)
21. Fawning females
22. Author Hemingway
24. Tools with teeth
25. Political clique
26. Sketching tool
29. Intense dislike
33. “The lights ___ but
nobody’s home”
34. 12 p.m.
35. Work hard
36. Mondrian the artist
37. Squash or pumpkin, e.g.
38. “Hang ___ your hats”
39. Versatile, electrically
40. Tropical wading bird
41. Expos
42. Not needing drycleaning
44. Aquarius follower
45. Party cheese
46. “Red” coin
47. Dry and desolate
50. Gratis
51. Miner’s vein contents
54. Bar in a narrow dish
55. Feta-and-olive ﬁrst
course
58. Strain, as ﬂour
59. Certain Euro forerunner
60. Jellyﬁsh’s defense
61. Plastic alternative
62. Jerk sharply
63. Be a ham in “Hamlet”

Previous Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1. Choir recess
2. Dove’s opposite
3. Canal for Sal
4. Long-eared animal
5. Feeling of contempt
6. Phoenix’s birthplace
7. Calls to Mary?
8. Make a mistake
9. Area often covered by
ﬂooding
10. Breakfast dish from
Paris
11. Top-notch steak sauce?
12. June celebrants
13. Preﬁx with “while”
18. Hood-shaped cover
23. Go bad, as a plum
24. Soup dish from Glasgow
25. Churlish chaps
26. Fruit tree with purplish
ﬂowers
27. Susan Lucci’s Emmy role
28. Necessary things

29. One of Donald Duck’s
nephews
30. Column style
31. Gunpowder ingredient,
to a Brit
32. Lip shiner
34. Peer of the realm
37. In a taunting manner
41. Tactful handling
43. Is in the plural?
44. Cheat at hide and seek
46. Old ﬂoorboard sound
47. Kind of pear
48. Inter ___ (among
others)
49. They assess penalties
50. Common houseplant
51. Hodgepodge
52. ___ and rave
53. Part of a skate blade
56. Small inlet
57. Money machine
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Why I am
an agnostic
One of my most poignant
memories growing up was a
little incident between me and
a few of my friends during
elementary school.
I’m not exactly sure how
the conversation got to this but
somehow my friends started
talking about their religious
beliefs and how they always go
to church on Sundays.
I, being raised in a pretty
non-religious, agnostic household, simply said, “I don’t really
believe in God.”
Then all hell broke loose.
Suddenly my friends were
furious with me and outright
shunned me for a week.
Eventually they cooled off
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and we were all back to being
friends again but it was a weird
experience for me because it
was the first time I really took
notice of peoples’ beliefs about
religion.
Throughout my life I never
really considered myself very
religious.
I’m not atheist for sure
because I do believe that the

world is so fantastic of a miracle that the universe couldn’t
have possibly happened by coincidence.
The fact that we even exist is
a miracle in itself.
But I don’t believe in the
way organized religions view
“God” or “gods,” depending on
which one you talk about.
In particular I don’t believe
in the way Christians and all
the other denominations, view
the creation of this universe
through God.
There are too many contradictions with it.
With all the evidence we
have of dinosaurs, ice ages and
how old this planet really is, it

astounds me that people out
there still believe the world was
created in seven days.
It baffles me that they can
even tell me that on the first
day God created light then
made the light source on day
four. Don’t you need the latter
first?
On top of that, they mean to
tell me the whole of humanity
was supposed to sprout from
two people who had only sons?
Sorry, I have read better fantasy fiction than that.
The Christian God just
doesn’t make a whole lot of
sense to me, both in a scientific
and in a social sense as well.
Christians have the belief
that God gave us free will to
believe however we want to
believe.
Then they come right back
and say we are supposed to
devote ourselves to him.
Isn’t that a contradiction?
I like to believe that we are
all in control of our own destiny and that a God or gods have
no part in it.

But the Christian belief
doesn’t seem to see it that way
because they believe that God
is involved with every good or
bad thing that happens to us or
“God’s will” as some proclaim.
Personally, I think God’s will
is a bunch of crap because all
you have to do is look around
the world to see that any
“loving” God should be able to
do a better job than this.
Seriously, all you have to
do is look at Africa and the
Middle East to understand
that it couldn’t possibly be
some God’s “will” to have this
happen.
It would justify the deaths of
million of people and for what
reason?
Well, God works in mysterious ways, I guess, because
he won’t tell us for whatever
reason.
It just doesn’t make any
sense to me.
Look, I’m not trying to bash
Christians as people here —
their beliefs are their own and
there is a lot of good philoso-
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phy in the Bible that I take to
heart.
I just think that Christianity
and most organized religions’
view on God is illogical.
The way I see it is when
you look around the world you
either think to yourself that
God is either incompetent,
doesn’t care or has no involvement with our daily lives.
There’s no way in my mind
that a just and loving God
would let such hate and suffering exist in this world.
I do believe that the world
is a miracle and there may
be some kind of divinity involved with its creation but
the way Christians see it and
generally all organized religion
just seems way off in my view.
I say only we are in charge
of our lives and our destinies
and no God has any part in it.
The world is still, despite
the carnage, a beautiful place
and it’s amazing in itself to
me, without the belief in a God
coming from a book written
thousands of years ago.

PRO/CON: Future employers that peek at your Facebook
I’ll admit it is peculiar
how Facebook has gone
from a social tool for college students to becoming
a part of your employment
process.
Yet the truth is people are creeping hard on
Facebook, including your
prospective employer — and
it is your responsibility to
control what they see.
Facebook
does
have
plenty of benefits when applying for a job: You give
prospective employers a
glimpse of you they may
have not seen in your initial
interview — all the best and
worst.
Perhaps the new boss
rides mountain bikes on the
weekend and they just read
your post about your own
ride this weekend — instant
brownie points.
On the fl ip side, they
might see the photo your
friend tagged you in that one
night you tried keg stands.
I will give my readers the
utmost benefit of the doubt
that they have been entirely
honest in every interview —
as for the rest of us, interview
answers can be complete
B.S.
Employers know this,
and guess what gives
them the best tool for
seeing who their applicants
really are?
Yes, it is that blasted Facebook.
Considering nearly every
college-age
person
has a Facebook account,
current and prospective employers can easily look you
up to see what you have really been doing.
A quick browse through

your profi le can show the
real you, what you do outside
work and why, strangely,
there are no posted photos of
that supposed humanitarian
mission to Kenya you had
boasted about during the interview.
Even with all of its easing into your privacy, with
their change-now-and-inform-later style of business,
Facebook does have useful
tools to control who can see
what about you; combined
with some common sense,
your profi le should look
hireable in no time.
“I see you had checked
in at home prett y late last
night,” I would hear while
sitting on break. “I hope you
can keep up today.”
No one wants their
boss putting that kind of
thumb over them — it is
uncomfortable and it makes
you guilty for irrelevant reasons.
After that guilt trip by
my boss however, I made my
Facebook creeper-proof and
only publicly posted what
should be seen and limited
my status updates of latenight adventures.
Facebook’s privacy settings allow you to keep your
profi le limited to all your
friends, set lists of people or
just wide open to the public
world.
If you don’t want to allow
everyone to see what you
post, including the business
you’re applying to, set your
status updates to friends
only.
If you’re going to be
friends with someone at
your work (especially the
boss), make sure you don’t

Pro:

Con:

by
Jeffrey
Cianci

by
Jasper
Rubenstein

have (too many) photos of
you intoxicated, screaming
into the camera lens, red
cup in hand.
Th ink of your Facebook
as the fi nal part of your interview process. While one
would hope that not every
business peers into its applicants’ profi les like a CIA
interrogator, users should
be aware that it is entirely
possible that an employer
may poke around on your
page — it is up to you what
they fi nd.
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Anyone who works a serious job knows that having a
personal life is key to mental
sanity, and ergo to having a
successful career and a professional life.
Th is includes a place to
vent frustration, fi nd likeminded people, enjoy the
trivial things in life and generally be yourself.
If this “place” sounds
familiar, it is probably
because that is the mission statement of almost all

social networking sites.
From Facebook to MySpace,
and LinkedIn to Twitter, these
companies give us the opportunity to talk freely with long lost
friends, disgruntled co-workers,
and middle-aged men posing as
16-year-old girls.
Besides the pedophiles, it is
becoming increasingly dangerous to talk freely, even on your
personal social networking sites.
It’s not the Big Brothers or
Peeping Toms that you should
be worried about, it’s your boss.
According to a 2009 study by
Proofpoint, an internet security
fi rm, 17 percent of all companies
with more than 1,000 employees
had issues with their employees’
use of social networking.
Of those companies, 8 percent
reported having to fi re someone
because of their behavior on
sites like Facebook and LinkedIn.
There is no doubt then that
companies are keeping a wary
eye out for any “insubordination” — something not actually
possible until the advent of the
social networking site.
But does this make it right?
It is not a big leap to assume
that the typical Friday-night bar
scene had its fair share of coworkers drinking their sorrows
away and complaining about
their bosses.
In fact, I would be willing
to wager that the “my boss is a
dick” conversation has been a
common dialogue at bars since
they were public houses and
brothels.
In our changing social climate, I feel companies should
have as much of a right to act on

a Facebook comment as they do
to bug the local bar for “smacktalkers.”
It’s not just working employees who have to worry either, job
applicants are increasingly having their resumes overlooked because they were just tagged with
a red cup at some raunchy party
that happened six years ago.
A 2010 Microsoft study
showed that 70 percent of company job recruiters admitted
they’d rejected applicants because of something they found
online or on a social networking
site.
I don’t see how an employer
spying on employees or potential employees comments
isn’t considered a fundamental
violation of First Amendment
rights.
Thankfully, some of the
courts are beginning to agree.
The National Labor Relations
Board recently ruled in favor of
five workers who were terminated because of Facebook comments.
In the fi rst social media case
that didn’t involve a unionized
workplace, the employees were
found to be within their constitutional rights to discuss working conditions, and would be
returning to their previous jobs
with full back pay.
So although it seems as
though our extremely serious
Facebook and Twitter “manifestos” may be getting some protection, it is still probably safer to
not start a public thread called
“Who hates their job?” after they
just friended their boss and half
the executive staff in an attempt
to “network.”

Comment on this story online
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Spartans sweep Wolf Pack
by Chris Marian
Staff Writer

Junior defender Kelsy Holm congratulates junior forward Kelsey Lord after Lord scored the game
winning goal in Sunday’s 2-1 win against the Idaho Vandals. Photo by Jesse Jones / Spartan Daily

Women’s soccer bests Idaho,
records victory in WAC opener
by Jeremy Infusino
Staff Writer

The women’s soccer team won its first Western Athletic Conference game of the season
over the Idaho Vandals on Sunday afternoon.
The Spartans won 2-1 in a close match, scoring both goals in the second half.
While the Spartans (2-9) ended up scoring
more goals than the Vandals (4-8-2), they gave
up the first goal in the game.
Senior goalkeeper Meghan Maiwald came
way out of the box leaving the net empty for
Idaho forward Chelsea Small to score the Vandals’ only goal.
The Spartans did not take the goal lightly
and scored with a header from Kayla Santacruz
in the same minute with assists from senior
defender Angela Santoro and senior forward
Stephanie Bales.
The second Spartan goal was scored toward
the end of the game when freshman midfielder
Abigail Hernandez booted the ball from midfield to junior forward Kelsey Lord who beat
one defender and shot the ball high into the
net over Vandals goalkeeper Caroline Towles.
Spartan coach Jeff Leightman thought that
the team played very well in the first conference win of the season.
“I think Idaho is a very good opponent,”
Leightman said. “First conference match is
always going to be really high intensity. I
thought out of the gate the first 30 minutes of
the first half we were all over them and it could
have been three-nothing.”
Leightman said that while the team played

well for the majority of the first half, the Vandals gained control toward the end.
“The beginning of the second half was kind
of back and forth — we had some chances, they
had some chances,” he said. “We had a breakdown of miscommunication on their goal and
then we came right back and showed a lot of
character.”
While most of the preseason games have not
gone their way, Leightman said they still have
been good games.
“I think being a conference game there’s a
finality to it, an added importance to it,” he said.
Santacruz said she thought the team played
well, which is the reason why the Spartans
got the win and felt great when she scored the
goal.
“It’s been a long road and it felt great to get
that goal back that they scored on us,” he said.
Santacruz said the week leading up to the
game they had been working together to help
build more of a family on the team.
Lord said the practice this week contributed to the Spartan’s win Sunday.
“We worked really hard in practice, we had
a long week of practice,” she said. “We just
stayed focused.”
Lord said this game definitely felt different
from the preseason games.
“We didn’t have a very good preseason, so
we knew that coming into the WAC we would
have to pick it up and we did,” she said.
The Spartans’ next games are against the
Dominican University of California Penguins
on Oct. 4 and its next WAC game will be Oct.
8 against the Fresno State Bulldogs.

In their first home-court
victory of the season, the SJSU
women’s volleyball team defeated their Nevada rivals at
the Spartan Gym on Saturday
night with the Spartans winning all three sets.
“It always feels better winning at home,” said Kylie
Miraldi, a senior middle blocker. “Winning for the fans is always fun.”
The final score was 25-21,
25-20, and 25-21 again for the
final set.
It was a closer fought game
than it might have appeared,
said head coach Oscar Crespo.
“I’ve got to hand it to their
middle,” Crespo said of the Nevada team. “They handled the
ball very well.”
Every time the Spartans
opened up a comfortable lead,
Crespo said Nevada made
them fight hard to keep it.
“They battled hard,” he said.
Nevada presented a strong
defense at the net, leading to
several close-in exchanges with
the ball changing possession as
many as five or six times.
Defensive specialist Kiely
Pieper ended one such exchange in spectacular fashion, capping off the second set
with a final spike with a Spartan victory to the cheers of the
crowd.
Nevada’s top attackers,
Janelle Batista and Elissa Ji,
kept up the pressure on the
Spartans throughout the game,
delivering 11 and 12 kills respectively, along with Kelly
Chang, who delivered a total of
22 digs over the net during the
course of the game, more than
any other player that night.
On the other side of the
net, Spartan freshman left-side
player Savanah Leaf delivered
her share of the night’s kills for
the Spartan women, scoring 12
kills out of 33 attacks with 3 errors.
Miraldi also delivered a
sterling performance, with 10

Senior middle blocker Kylie Miraldi spikes during the Spartans’ win
over Nevada. Photo by Dillon Engstrom / Contributing Photographer

kills out of 21 attacks with no
errors.
Other strong performances
were from Taylor Japhet, with
8 kills out of 26 attacks with 3
errors, and Alex Akana, with 8
kills out of 11 attacks with no
errors.
Setter Caitlin Andrade delivered a total of 38 assists during
the game, and Pieper delivered
13 digs over the net.
The Spartan women were at
their best during the second set,
delivering 18 kills out of 29 attacks with only 2 errors.
With San Jose barely maintaining its lead during the second set, a close save by Pieper
became a powerful counterattack by Leaf.
Crespo credits this kind of
teamwork in the victory over
Nevada.
He said he believes the deciding factor in the night’s game
was the superior discipline,

situational awareness and team
tactics developed by the Spartan
women over the course of the
team’s somewhat rocky season.
“In context to the rest of the
season, it’s a good glimpse of
where our strengths are,” Crespo said. “They were very disciplined. Our two outsiders did
very well tonight.”
“I think everybody did a
good job,” Andrade said, noting
that strong performances were
spread more evenly among the
Spartans than Nevada.
Crespo sees Saturday night’s
performance as a manifestation
of the team’s evolution during
the season, and a portent of
things to come.
The SJSU women’s volleyball team’s season record now
stands at 6-10.
Players and coaches are looking forward to their next game.
“Where are we going?” Andrade asked. We’re going up,”

SJSU football defeats Colorado State, wins first road game since 2008
he said. “We have a good group
of guys that work hard and we
showed it out there today.”
MacIntyre said the offense
A touchdown pass from se“stalled” after Rutley was renior quarterback Matt Faulkner
moved from the game.
to sophomore wide receiver
“He’s a big guy for us,” he
Jabari Carr with 54 seconds left
said. “It was very tough to overin the game put the Spartans
come the loss of Brandon Rutley.”
ahead 38-31 and sealed their secSJSU squandered a 31-17 lead
ond victory in a row Saturday
with just under nine minutes
afternoon.
remaining in the third quarter,
“I believe in all of our receivresisting an onslaught of offense
ers and the offensive line to give
from Rams quarterback Pete
me time,” Faulkner said. “The
Thomas, who scored four touchsecond I saw him stack it and get
downs on the afternoon — three
right on top of him and beat him,
in the air and one on the ground.
I just put it out there and he’s a
MacIntyre said the team was
fast guy and he ran out and got
confident it would win the game
it.”
after it had stopped Colorado
SJSU (2-3) gained 450 yards of
State for a third time in a row in
total offense in the win over Colthe fourth quarter — right before
orado State (3-2), and won backSJSU began its game-winning
to-back games for the first time
drive.
in since it defeated Idaho in 2008.
“When we stopped them
The defeat over the Rams also
three times in a row from their
signifies the first non-conference
own 40-yard-line and they didn’t
road victory since 2002 at Illinois.
get any points, and we got the
Head coach Mike MacIntyre
ball the last time, I really thought
said he knew the importance of
we’d win,” he said. “You could
Senior Brandon Rutley blows through middle defenders during his 131-yard rushing day in SJSU’s 38-31 win over Colorado State in Fort Col- see our kids rise. There were
the road victory.
“A lot of our young men had lins, Colo. Rutley left the game during the third quarter with a sprained ankle. Photo by Erin Mross / Rocky Mountain Collegian
smiles on their faces. They were
never won a road game,” he said
excited.“Before they were kind of
in a post-game conference Saturlike not knowing what was goday. “We hadn’t won in a while and we had to get one.”
Against Colorado State, he ran for 132 yards on 23 carries, but ing on. That was big for us — really, really big — and we took it down
Faulkner, who threw for a career-best 313 yards on 25-38 pass- exited the game in the third quarter because of a sprained left ankle.
and got it done.”
ing, took every snap on offense for the Spartans, despite MacIntyre’s
Rutley said he is fine and the injury is minor and added he is conFaulkner said he believes SJSU is on a revival path, but added there
plans to use both him and sophomore quarterback Dasmen Stewart.
fident in whoever comes in to back him up.
is a great length to travel before they are can settle.
Faulkner led an eight-play, 70-yard drive, capped by the touch“The guys just wanted to get it done with or without me out there,”
“We got to come back and do it next week and the next week,” he
down pass to Carr after the Spartans got the ball back with 3:20 left
said. “It’s a long season but we’re picking it up. We knew that, espeand the game tied.
cially starting off 1-3, we needed to do this and we’re doing it. It’s an
SJSU Top Offensive Performances vs Colorado State
“Our motto since the first week of camp has been ‘start fast, finish
awesome thing.”
strong,’ and we feel we started fast and we needed to finish strong,”
MacIntyre said this win, along with last week’s win over New
Passing:
Mexico State, is huge.
Carr said. “That’s all (the coaches) have been preaching all season
Matt Faulkner: 25-38, 313 yards, 2 TDs
“We are taking steps in the right way,” he said. “We broke the dam
long.”
Rushing:
down and we’re driving the boat now and seeing some success. For
“He grew up today,” MacIntyre said. “He grew up last week and he
Brandon Rutley: 23 carries, 132 yards, 2 TDs
us to come on the road and win against a very good Mountain West
grew up again today.”
football team is big for us.
Senior running back Brandon Rutley entered the contest against
Receiving:
“We have got a really tough game again this weekend. We’ve got
Colorado State in sixth place nationally among all-purpose yardage
Ryan Otten (TE): 6 catches, 112 yards, 1 TD
BYU on television and so it’s a big win for us to get this.”
leaders.
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